
Newman Civic Fellow Mentor Information 
As part of the Newman Civic Fellowship all fellows identify a local mentor who 
serves as a resource for the the fellow during the experience. In nominating a 
student for the Newman Civic Fellowship, an institution commits to connecting 
the fellow with a local mentor. To review the criteria and expectations for 
mentors, please visit the Newman Civic Fellowship FAQ page. The mentors 
do not have to be identified by the time of nomination, but contact information 
for mentors must be provided to Campus Compact by April 24, 2017. If a 
mentor has already been identified, please provide that information below. If 
you need help in identifying a mentor, Tricia Morgan at the CEC will help you. 

 
Mentor Name: 
Title:  
Organization/Department: 
Email: 
Phone: 
Mentor's Relationship to Nominee: 
 
Mentor has agreed to serve as a mentor for nominee for the duration of the 
2017-2018 academic year: 
  Yes  No 
 
In order to fill this role, the individual selected must be willing to serve as a mentor for the nominee for the duration of 
the 2017-2018 academic year. 
 
 
  

http://compact.org/initiatives/awards-programs/the-frank-newman-leadership-award/newman-civic-fellowship-frequently-asked-questions/


Nomination Materials 
Letter of Nomination 
 

The letter of nomination will be signed by the president or chancellor of the 
nominating institution (CEC will facilitate the signing). This letter should reflect 
the president/chancellor's intention to have this student represent the college 
or university in a national fellowship of community-committed students. Please 
include information about the nominee's approach(es) to addressing the root 
causes of social issues. These may include, for example, involvement in 
public policy reform, community organizing, community-based research, social 
entrepreneurism, or other efforts to build the capacity of community-based 
organizations. Additionally, please let us know why you believe this person 
has the motivation and potential to develop innovative and collaborative 
approaches to addressing public problems and to contribute to a network of 
similarly committed students. 

Letter of Nomination* 

Accepted file types include: jpg,jpeg,png,pdf,doc,docx,txt,zip, 

In submitting this letter of nomination, I commit to: 

• supporting our fellow in identifying a mentor 
• celebrating our fellow and their work 

In submitting this letter of nomination, I understand that: 

• I am encouraged to provide financial support for our fellow to attend a 
national gathering of Newman Civic Fellows 

Please check the box below to indicate your understanding of the above* 
 

I understand the expectations involved in nominating a fellow. 
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